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1. Educator resources

Fungi Kit
2017, NRM Education with the Adelaide Fungal Studies Group

The fungi kits contain a number of useful items including:
-a USB drive with PowerPoint presentations, activities, examples and other teaching
resources that you are free to copy for educational use
-a copy of the 'Fungi Down Under' field guide
-10 copies of the booklet 'Fungi & how to restore their habitat'
-class sets of our 'Fungi of the Adelaide Hills' ID charts and supporting materials
-a set of 10 'Forgotten Flora' posters
-25 fungimap mirrors for inspecting the undersides of living fungi
-50 pin markers which can be used to flag the fungi you've discovered during a fungi
foray.

The kits have been put together with the support and guidance of experts from the
Adelaide Fungal Studies Group.

There is a Fungi of the Adelaide Hills identification chart available to download at
http://www.naturalresources.sa.gov.au/adelaidemtloftyranges/education/for-educators/plants-and-animals/land-based-
environments#investigating-fungi

This file was last updated July 2020.

Notes

2. Books

Fungi Down Under: the Fungimap guide to Australian fungi
2005, Royal Botanic Gardens, Victoria

Fungi Down Under can be said to break new ground in its field in several ways. As a
field guide, it had its genesis in a project called Fungimap, in which more than 300 fungi
enthusiasts across Australia have contributed many thousands of observations of 100
‘target’ species, selected as a representation of a wide range of fungi types. This points
to two of the unique features of the book: its production - research, text, illustrations,
design - is entirely the work of many volunteers (including 67 photographers), and it is
the first fungi book to include detailed distribution data in map form. With a clear, easy-
to-use, page-per-species format, the descriptions are comprehensive and consistent in
style, and enable immediate comparison with the sometimes very similar ‘look-alikes’.


